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Cog 2019-10-01
five robots one unforgettable journey their programming will never be
the same wall e meets the wild robot in this middle grade instant
classic about five robots on a mission to rescue their inventor from the
corporation that controls them all cog looks like a normal twelve year
old boy but his name is short for cognitive development and he was built
to learn but after an accident leaves him damaged cog wakes up in an
unknown lab and gina the scientist who created and cared for him is
nowhere to be found surrounded by scientists who want to study him and
remove his brain cog recruits four robot accomplices for a mission to
find her cog ada proto trashbot and car s journey will likely involve
much cognitive development in the form of mistakes but cog is willing to
risk everything to find his way back to gina in this charming stand
alone adventure greg van eekhout breathes life and wisdom into an
unforgettable character and crafts a story sure to earn its place among
beloved classics like katherine applegate s the one and only ivan

The Boy at the End of the World 2012-10-16
in a future world fisher is the last boy on earth but evidence suggests
there may be a far away survival bunk with other humans in order to get
there he ll need to rely on a ragtag team he assembles including a robot
a mammoth and a prairie dog with basic english skills readers will be
riveted as this unlikely team races toward survival

The Ghost Job 2023-09-26
ghosts make the best thieves in this pitch perfect middle grade
adventure from the acclaimed author of weird kid perfect for fans of
gordon korman and john david anderson and anyone looking for an ocean s
11 style heist zenith and her friends may be dead but lucky for them
even getting ghosted wasn t enough to tear them apart the four of them
were thick as thieves long before an unfortunate lab accident sent them
careening into the afterlife so when they hear about a machine that
could return them to the land of the living they are determined to steal
it unfortunately the magical device belongs to a dangerous necromancer
who s out for their ectoplasm fortunately they re great at heists
because pulling off the score of their deathtimes is no job for an
amateur
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Weird Kid 2021-07-27
from the author of cog and voyage of the dogs weird kid is a hilarious
and heartfelt homage to everyone who feels like they don t belong
perfect for fans of gordon korman and stuart gibbs jake wind is trying
to stay under the radar whose radar anyone who might be too interested
in the fact that he has shapeshifting abilities he can t control or that
his parents found him as a ball of goo when he was a baby keeping his
powers in check is crucial though if he wants to live a normal life and
go to middle school instead of being homeschooled and if he wants to
avoid being kidnapped and experimented on of course things feel like
they re going his way when he survives his first day of school without
transforming and makes a new friend but when mysterious sinkholes start
popping up around town sinkholes filled with the same extraterrestrial
substance as jake and his neighbors classmates and even his family start
acting a little well weird jake will have to learn to use his powers in
order to save his town the short page count humor and action make this a
good choice for reluctant readers a solid purchase for school and public
libraries school library journal

Pacific Fire 2015-01-27
pacific fire another thrilling ride through greg van eekhout s wildly
imaginative world of california bones featuring entertaining new
characters and a dangerous magical plot unfolding in los angeles i m sam
i m just this guy okay yeah i m a golem created from the substance of
his own magic by the late hierarch of southern california with a lot of
work i might be able to wield magic myself i kind of doubt it though not
like daniel blackland can daniel s the reason the hierarch s gone and i
m still alive he s also the reason i ve lived my entire life on the run
ten years of never ever going back to los angeles daniel s determined to
protect me to teach me but it gets old i ve got nobody but daniel i ll
never do anything normal like attend school or date a girl now it s
worse because things are happening back in la very bad people are
building a pacific firedrake a kind of ultimate weapon of mass magical
destruction daniel seemed to think only he could stop them now daniel s
been hurt i managed to get us to the place run by the emmas many of them
all named emma it s a long story they seem to be healing him but he isn
t going anyplace soon do i even have a reason for existing if it isn t
to prevent this firedrake from happening i m good at escaping from
things now i ve escaped from daniel and the emmas and i m on my way to
la this may be the worst idea i ever had at the publisher s request this
title is being sold without digital rights management software drm
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Kid vs. Squid 2011-04-10
thatcher hill is bored stiff of his summer job dusting the fake mermaids
and shrunken heads at his uncle s seaside museum of curiosities but when
a mysterious girl steals an artifact from the museum thatcher s summer
becomes an adventure that takes him from the top of the ferris wheel to
the depths of the sea following the thief he learns that she is a
princess of the lost atlantis her people have been cursed by an evil
witch to drift at sea all winter and wash up on shore each summer to an
even more terrible fate working the midway games and food stands on the
boardwalk can thatcher help save them before he too succumbs to the
witch s curse with sharp witty writing that reads like a middle grade
douglas adams hitchhiker s guide to the galaxy greg van eekhout s first
book for young readers is a wild ride packed with as many laughs as it
has thrills

Last Son of Tomorrow 2011-02-01
what is there to do when you have the power to do anything john can fly
he can see through solid objects he can take over the world and give it
back again but what he s looking for is something else at the publisher
s request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

Dragon Coast 2015-09-15
dragon coast the sequel to greg van eekhout s california bones and
pacific fire in which daniel blackland must pull off the most improbable
theft of all daniel s adopted son sam made from the magical essence of
the tyrannical hierarch of southern california whom daniel overthrew and
killed is lost consumed by the great pacific firedrake secretly
assembled by daniel s half brother paul but sam is still alive and aware
in magical form trapped inside the dragon as it rampages around los
angeles periodically torching a neighborhood or two daniel has a plan to
rescue sam it will involve the rarest of substances axis mundi pieces of
the bones of the great dragon at the center of the earth daniel will
have to go to the kingdom of northern california boldly posing as his
half brother come to claim his place in the competition to be appointed
lord high osteomancer of the northern kingdom only when the northern
hierarch in her throne room at golden gate park raises her scepter to
confirm daniel in his position will he have an opportunity to steal the
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axis mundi under the gaze of the hierarch herself and that s just the
first obstacle at the publisher s request this title is being sold
without digital rights management software drm applied

Voyage of the Dogs 2018-09-04
dogs in space share this book with middle graders who enjoy stories
about dogs space adventures or action adventure stories or all three
perfect for fans of homeward bound and woof lopside is a barkonaut a
specially trained dog who assists human astronauts on missions in space
he and the crew aboard the spaceship laika are en route to set up an
outpost on a distant planet when the mission takes a disastrous turn the
barkonauts on board suddenly find themselves completely alone on their
severely damaged ship survival seems impossible but these dogs are
barkonauts and barkonauts always complete their mission sos ship damaged
human crew missing we are the dogs we are alone

California Bones 2014-06-10
when daniel blackland was six he ingested his first bone fragment a bit
of kraken spine plucked out of the sand during a visit with his
demanding brilliant and powerful magician father sebastian when daniel
was twelve he watched sebastian die at the hands of the hierarch of
southern california devoured for the heightened magic layered deep
within his bones now years later daniel is a petty thief with a forged
identity hiding amid the crowds in los angeles the capital of the
kingdom of southern california daniel is trying to go straight but his
crime boss uncle has a heist he wants daniel to perform break into the
hierarch s storehouse of magical artifacts and retrieve sebastian s
sword an object of untold power for this dangerous mission daniel will
need a team he can rely on so he brings in his closest friends from his
years in the criminal world there s moth who can take a bullet and heal
in mere minutes jo alverado illusionist the multitalented cassandra
daniel s ex and new to them all the enigmatic knowledgeable emma with
her british accent and her own grudge against the powers that be the
stakes are high and the stage is set for a showdown that might just
break the magic that protects a long corrupt regime extravagant and yet
moving greg van eekhout s california bones is an epic adventure set in a
city of canals and secrets and casual brutality different from the world
we know yet familiar and true at the publisher s request this title is
being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
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Happy Town 2024-10-22
stay calm and remain happy help is on the way perfect for fans of gordon
korman and jennifer l holm this adventure packed middle grade story set
in a world not too far from our own follows a family that moves to a
remote company town that seems perfect on the surface keegan knows there
s something off about happy town the isolated high tech company town is
too perfect with a dome keeping out bad weather and self driving
vehicles rumbling throughout the town delivering residents to work and
school still keegan is excited to grow his art skills at happy town s
ultra modern middle school even if he has less time to see his mom and
stepdad because of their new jobs but when the two become obsessed with
working and eating happy corp meat cramwich the microwaveable sandwich
crammed with meat and keegan gets sentenced to mandatory work
opportunities for refusing to follow happy town s shady rules he
discovers a dangerous glitch in the system that s turning the town s
happy residents into zombies carnivorous meat craving literal zombies
with his new friends gloriana and tank by his side he ll need to find a
way to destroy happy town s happy system before there s nothing left

Norse Code 2009-05-19
is this ragnarok or just california the norsecode genome project was
designed to identify descendants of odin what it found was kathy
castillo a murdered mba student brought back from the dead to serve as a
valkyrie in the norse god s army given a sword and a new name mist s job
is to recruit soldiers for the war between the gods at the end of the
world and to kill those who refuse to fight but as the twilight of the
gods descends mist makes other plans journeying across a chaotic
american landscape already degenerating into violence and madness mist
hopes to find her way to helheim the land of the dead to rescue her
murdered sister from death s clutches to do so she ll need the help of
hermod a norse god bumming around los angeles with troubles of his own
together they find themselves drafted into a higher cause trying to do
what fate long ago deemed could not be done save the world of man for
even if myths aren t made to be broken it can t hurt to go down fighting
can it

Fenris & Mott 2022-08-02
a girl and her puppy face down the end of the world which the puppy s
partly responsible for in this middle grade story from acclaimed author
greg van eekhout perfect for fans of gordon korman and j c cervantes
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when mott finds a puppy abandoned in a recycling bin she s ready to do
everything she can to protect him what she doesn t realize however is
that this is the legendary wolf fenris who s prophesied to bring about
the end of the world by eating the moon now mott has found herself in
charge of making sure the hungry pup who s busy munching on lampposts
cars and water towers doesn t see all of california as an appetizer
while also hiding him from the norse gods who are hot on his trail
determined to see the prophecy come true mott vows to protect fenris
rescue him from his destiny and prevent the world from ending but will
she be able to keep her promise or has she bitten off more than she can
chew

Fenris and Mott 2023-08-08
a girl and her puppy face down the end of the world which the puppy s
partly responsible for in this middle grade story from acclaimed author
greg van eekhout perfect for fans of gordon korman and j c cervantes
when mott finds a puppy abandoned in a recycling bin she s ready to do
everything she can to protect him what she doesn t realize however is
that this is the legendary wolf fenris who s prophesied to bring about
the end of the world by eating the moon now mott has found herself in
charge of making sure the hungry pup who s busy munching on lampposts
cars and water towers doesn t see all of california as an appetizer
while also hiding him from the norse gods who are hot on his trail
determined to see the prophecy come true mott vows to protect fenris
rescue him from his destiny and prevent the world from ending but will
she be able to keep her promise or has she bitten off more than she can
chew

Dream Pilot, Erased 2011
発音不可能な名前の国に暮らすジョニーは 動物達と さらわれた王子を探す マーク トウェインの未発表原稿から生まれた物語

さらわれたオレオマーガリン王子 2019
in the future many animals can talk and some have jobs evan outwits his
dog bart to do his homework or does he a space explorer from 24th
century earth is on a mission to bring civilization to the tiny people
of planet tau ceti is bigger really better read this book to find the
answers
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The Dog Did My Homework, Bigger 2010
ladito campeona bicho y margarita son perronautas perros especialmente
entrenados para ayudar a los astronautas en misiones espaciales ellos y
la tripulación humana a bordo de la astronave laíkaviajan por el
universo para formar una colonia espacial en un planeta distante pero la
misión se complica y de repente los perronautas se encuentran
completamente solos en una nave gravemente dañada las catástrofes se
suceden y la supervivencia parece imposible pero estos valientes caninos
son perronautas y los perronautas siempre cumplen su misión

Perronautas 2018-11-01
ネズミ大学の教授のもとへ 子ネズミのピートがたずねてくる 先祖がのこした宝さがしを手伝ってほしいと ピートの好奇心と教授の知識で やがて宝のあり
かをつきとめる それはなんと 大西洋の海にしずんだ船のなかだった 2ひきのネズミは どうやって海底までたどりつくのか 先祖の宝とは エジソンとの
つながりとは

エジソン 2019-05-25
死んだ人が生き返る 帰命寺横丁からあらわれた幽霊の女の子 気がつけばクラスの一員だった 祈れば生き返ることができる 帰命寺様 からくりひろげられ
る 柏葉幸子の大ファンタジー 帰命寺横町には不思議なご本尊 帰命寺様 が 代々まつられていた 帰命寺様 に祈ると 死者がよみがえるという ある夜
トイレに起きたカズは 庭を横切る白い影を見る それは よみがえった少女 あかりの影だった 二人の不思議な夏休みがはじまる

帰命寺横丁の夏 2011-08-09
this is the only essential annual sf collection widely regarded as the
benchmark anthology for every science fiction fan the mammoth book of
best new sf 20 continues to uphold its standard of excellence with over
two dozen stories from the previous year this year s volume includes
many bright young talents of science fiction as well as a host of
established masters it covers every aspect of the genre soft hard
cyberpunk cyber noir anthropological military and adventure also
included is a thorough summation of the year and a recommended reading
list

The Mammoth Book of Best New SF 20 2011-08-04
stories by n k jemisin dale bailey peter s beagle and more showcases the
nuanced playful ever expanding definitions of the genre thewashington
post science fiction and fantasy can encompass so much from far future
deep space sagas to quiet contemporary tales to unreal kingdoms and
beasts but what the best of these stories do is the same across the
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genres they illuminate the whole gamut of the human experience
interrogating our hopes and our fears with a diverse selection of
stories from major award winners bestsellers and rising stars chosen by
series editor john joseph adams and guest editor charles yu the best
american science fiction and fantasy 2017 continues to explore the ever
changing world of sff today with yu bringing his unique view literary
meta and adventurous to the series third edition superb this mostly
dystopic sometimes darkly humorous collection of 20 hard hitting stories
feels timely confronting contemporary cultural crises publishers weekly
starred review

The Best American Science Fiction and Fantasy
2017 2017-10-03
nightmarish or whimsical irreverent or swashbuckling each of these short
stories is an adventure in imagination journey from the here and now
into new skies a new generation of science fiction fans is at hand a new
generation that is curious smart audacious and experimental it is for
them that patrick nielsen hayden winner of the world fantasy award for
best anthology has selected these stories from the thousands published
by contemporary sf writers over the past two decades here are writers
such as philip k dick orson scott card jane yolen greg bear kim stanley
robinson steven gould connie willis spider robinson and many more here
is a careening adventure along the outside of a tower looming miles
above the ground and a tale of desperate survival on the deadly surface
of the moon here is a world in which children divorce their parents and
the story of a four dimensional boy in a three dimensional world here
are future young people rebuilding after terrible disasters and here is
a story of the future development of baseball on mars at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

New Skies 2007-04-01
this anthology of short stories for ya was published to commemorate the
10th anniversary of cca writers conference the only free writing
conference for high school and middle school students in the us started
by a high school student and run by the canyon crest academy creative
writing club the conference has hosted almost 2 000 high school students
over the past 10 years this anthology is filled with works by young
writers who without a doubt have been told at least once and possibly
very often that they can t do it that publishing is too hard yes it s
hard do it anyway for the teens who worked on this book you re holding i
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stand up and cheer the world needs more good writers be that write
jonathan maberry 2021 with a foreword by jonathan maberry nyt
bestselling author and 5 time bram stoker award winner and co edited by
club president sophie camilleri and authors nancy holder kathy krevat
and greg van eekhout this anthology features original stories and
reprints by nyt bestselling and award winning authors and 15 past
conference attendees whose stories were chosen through a competitive
process the sky s the limit showcases the creative minds of writers and
the endless possibilities of what we can create when we don t allow
ourselves to be held back there is no limit to what the mind can create
or imagine through writing your only limiting factor is yourself join us
as we delve into the imaginings of authors new and old in the realm of
storytelling

The Sky's The Limit 2021-02-21
the twenty eight stories in this collection imaginatively take us far
across the universe into the very core of our beings to the realm of the
gods and the moment just after now included here are the works of
masters of the form and of bright new talents including cory doctorow
robert charles wilson michael swanwick ian mcdonald benjamin rosenbaum
kage baker bruce mcallister alastair reynolds jay lake ruth nestvold
gregory benford justin stanchfield walter jon williams greg van eekhout
robert reed david d levine paul j mcauley mary rosenblum daryl gregory
jack skillingstead paolo bacigalupi greg egan elizabeth bear sarah
monette ken macleod stephen baxter carolyn ives gilman john barnes a m
dellamonica supplementing the stories are the editor s insightful
summation of the year s events and a list of honorable mentions making
this book a valuable resource in addition to serving as the single best
place in the universe to find stories that stir the imagination and the
heart

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twenty-Fourth
Annual Collection 2007-07-10
clarkesworld is a hugo and world fantasy award winning science fiction
and fantasy magazine each month we bring you a mix of fiction new and
classic works articles interviews and art our february 2015 issue 101
contains original fiction by kristine kathryn rusch the last surviving
gondola widow gwendolyn clare indelible kelly robson the three
resurrections of jessica churchill and rich larson meshed reprints from
greg van eekhout the osteomancer s son nicola griffith it takes two non
fiction by mark cole what in the world do they want anyway interviews
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with liza groen trombi and tang fei an another word column by dawn
metcalf and an editorial by neil clarke

Clarkesworld 2015-02-09
the brilliant new post apocalyptic collection by master anthologist john
joseph adams for the first time including new stories by the edgiest
modern writers the new post apocalyptic collection by master anthologist
john joseph adams featuring never before published stories and curated
reprints by some of the genre s most popular and critically acclaimed
authors in wastelands the new apocalypse veteran anthology editor john
joseph adams is once again our guide through the wastelands using his
genre and editorial expertise to curate his finest collection of post
apocalyptic short fiction yet whether the end comes via nuclear war
pandemic climate change or cosmological disaster these stories explore
the extraordinary trials and tribulations of those who survive featuring
never before published tales by veronica roth hugh howey jonathan
maberry seanan mcguire tananarive due richard kadrey scott sigler
elizabeth bear tobias s buckell meg elison greg van eekhout wendy n
wagner jeremiah tolbert and violet allen plus recent reprints by carmen
maria machado carrie vaughn ken liu paolo bacigalupi kami garcia charlie
jane anders catherynne m valente jack skillingstead sofia samatar
maureen f mchugh nisi shawl adam troy castro dale bailey susan jane
bigelow corinne duyvis shaenon k garrity nicole kornher stace darcie
little badger timothy mudie and emma osborne continuing in the tradition
of wastelands stories of the apocalypse these 34 stories ask what would
life be like after the end of the world as we know it

Wastelands 2019-06-04
a new anthology celebrating the witches and sorcerers of epic fantasy
featuring stories by george r r martin scott lynch megan lindholm and
many others hot on the heels of gardner dozois s acclaimed anthology the
book of swords comes this companion volume devoted to magic how could it
be otherwise for every frodo there is a gandalf and a saruman for every
dorothy a glinda and a wicked witch of the west what would harry potter
be without albus dumbledore and severus snape figures of wisdom and
power possessing arcane often forbidden knowledge wizards and sorcerers
are shaped or misshaped by the potent magic they seek to wield yet
though their abilities may be godlike these men and women remain human
some might say all too human such is their curse and their glory in
these pages seventeen of today s top fantasy writers including award
winners elizabeth bear john crowley kate elliott k j parker tim powers
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and liz williams cast wondrous spells that thrillingly evoke the
mysterious awesome and at times downright terrifying worlds where magic
reigns supreme worlds as far away as forever and as near as next door
featuring sixteen all new stories the return of the pig by k j parker
community service by megan lindholm flint and mirror by john crowley the
friends of masquelayne the incomparable by matthew hughes the biography
of a bouncing boy terror chapter two jumping jack in love by ysabeau s
wilce song of fire by rachel pollack loft the sorcerer by eleanor
arnason the governor by tim powers sungrazer by liz williams the staff
in the stone by garth nix no work of mine by elizabeth bear widow maker
by lavie tidhar the wolf and the manticore by greg van eekhout the devil
s whatever by andy duncan bloom by kate elliott the fall and rise of the
house of the wizard malkuril by scott lynch plus george r r martin s
classic story a night at the tarn house and an introduction by gardner
dozois praise for the book of magic in the book of magic you get
everything you expect and more assembling seventeen great authors in one
place is a difficult job but this book with a lot of help from editor
gardner dozois does just that this compilation is a treat for any who
love a good fantasy tale geeks of doom

The Book of Magic 2018-10-16
offers an inside look into the process of successfully developing
thoughtful innovative digital media using websites as case studies each
chapter introduces a different style of web project from formalist play
to social activisim to data visualization and then includes the artists
or entrepreneurs reflections on the particular challenges and outcomes
of developing that web project combining practical skills for web
authoring with critical perspectives on the web this book is ideal for
courses in new media design art communication critical studies media and
technology or popular digital internet culture

Net Works 2012
it s the dawn of the 22nd century and the world has fallen apart decades
of war and resource depletion have toppled governments the ecosystem has
collapsed a new dust bowl sweeps the american west the united states has
become a nation of migrants starving masses of nomads who seek out a
living in desert wastelands and encampments outside government seed
distribution warehouses in this new world there is a new power satori is
more than just a corporation she is an intelligent living city that grew
out of the ruins of denver satori bioengineers both the climate
resistant seed that feeds a hungry nation and her own post human genetic
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designers advocates and laborers what remains of the united states
government now exists solely to distribute satori seed a defeated
american military doles out bar coded single use satori seed to the
nation s starving citizens when one of satori s designers goes rogue
agent sienna doss ex army ranger turned glorified bodyguard is tasked by
the government to bring her in the government wants to use the designer
to break satori s stranglehold on seed production and reassert
themselves as the center of power sianna doss s search for the designer
intersects with brood and his younger brother pollo orphans scrapping by
on the fringes of the wastelands pollo is abducted because he is
believed to suffer from tet a newly emergent disease the victims of
which are harvested by satori as events spin out of control brood and
sienna doss find themselves at the heart of satori where an explosive
climax promises to reshape the future of the world

Seed 2011-11-08
the july august 2019 issue of hugo award winning uncanny magazine
featuring new fiction by sarah pinsker greg van eekhout rachel swirsky
and p h lee marie brennan a c wise and maurice broaddus reprinted
fiction by tim pratt essays by aidan moher tansy rayner roberts karlyn
ruth meyer marissa lingen and elsa sjunneson henry poetry by d a xiaolin
spires alexandra seidel cynthia so and betsy aoki interviews with greg
van eekhout and maurice broaddus by caroline m yoachim a cover by julie
dillon and an editorial by lynne m thomas and michael damian thomas

Uncanny Magazine Issue 29 2019-07-02
an original full length novel set in the halo universe and based on the
new york times bestselling video game series it has been six years since
the end of the covenant war and yet on the planet carrow a world on the
edge of the joint occupation zone a decisive new battle suddenly erupts
human colonists and the alien sangheili have already been living a
tension filled co existence in this place with unified earth government
envoy melody azikiwe attempting to broker a lasting peace between their
two species but as civil war now engulfs the sangheili settlers melody
must act on an additional covert assignment courtesy of the office of
naval intelligence find a way to free the spartan iis known as gray team
held in stasis since the end of the war by a cunning elite fleetmaster
consumed with vengeance and none can anticipate the ongoing violence
leading to the discovery of an even greater unstoppable threat one
hidden for eons below the surface of the planet
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Halo: Envoy 2017-04-25
for decades now gardner dozois has been presenting his annual selection
of the very best of recently published sf stories both byoutstanding up
and coming writers and undisputed masters of the genre it has been voted
year s best anthology by the readers of locus magazine an unparalleled
eighteen times and remains the definitive anthology for both diehard sci
fi fans and newcomers to the genre without fail dozois pinpoints the
previous year s most exciting and ambitious science fiction showcasing
truly exceptional contemporary writing contributors include pavel amnuel
paolo bachigalupi jessica barber elizabeth bear lauren beukes chaz
brenchley karl bunker jérôme cigut d j cockburn aliette de bodard cory
doctorow greg egan timons esaias paul graham raven james patrick kelly
ellen klages nancy kress jay lake rich larson ken liu ian mcdonald mary
anne mohanraj susan palwick gareth l powell robert reed alastair
reynolds adam roberts karl schroeder vandana singh allen m steele
michael swanwick rachel swirsky lavie tidhar peter watts the mammoth
book of best new sf 28 includes as ever dozois s extensive recommended
reading guide and his illuminating and incisive summation of the year in
science fiction praise for previous editions quantity as well as quality
every piece is a treasure the times for more than a quarter century
gardner dozois s mammoth book of best new sf has defined the field it is
the most important anthology not only annually but overall charles n
brown publisher of locus the most respected editor in the field george r
r martin new authors rub shoulders with old hands and strong work from
relative novices hannu rajaniemi and lavie tidhar suggest that sf s
future is as bright as ever financial times this annual compilation of
the previous year s best short stories and novellas together with a
comprehensive summation of the state of the genre and an extensive
honourable mentions list has become an institution over the past three
decades guardian

Mammoth Book of Best New SF 28 2015-10-01
this just may be my favorite true life amazing but true tale never has
threatening an aircraft been funnier or more thought provoking cory
doctorow author of little brother and homeland i devoured the more than
four hundred pages of this memoir in what was essentially one sitting a
welcome addition to the library of mormon autobiography educational and
highly entertaining richard packham dawning of a brighter day 1987 a
faltering missionary named bill shunn lands himself in a canadian jail
facing charges of hijacking and the prospect of life behind bars 1844 a
frontier prophet named joseph smith lands himself in an illinois jail
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facing charges of treason and the prospect of imminent lynching what
binds these two men together this riveting memoir by turns hilarious
provocative and thrilling answers that question in style weaving from
their stories a spellbinding tapestry of deception desperation and
defiance answer its call and you ll never look at a mormon missionary
the same way again you will read few other books as smart funny honest
and heartbreaking as the accidental terrorist and i unreservedly
recommend it to you as both a home grown cautionary tale and a highly
original coming of age saga michael bishop author of ancient of days and
editor of a cross of centuries the book grabs you on page one and never
lets go fantastically written beautifully paced the accidental terrorist
reads like a novel instead of a memoir only in novel form no one would
have ever believed these events could have happened believe it william
shunn lived every word of this book that he can share it so eloquently
is a tribute not just to his writing skill but his strengths as a human
being kristine kathryn rusch usa today bestselling author finalist for
the 2015 association for mormon letters award

The Accidental Terrorist 2015-11-10
starlight 3 is third volume of in patrick nielsen haden s original
anthology series which includes short stories from susanna clarke cory
doctrow stephen baxter maureen f mchugh and jane yolen since its debut
in 1996 starlight has been recognized as the preeminent original
anthology of science fiction and fantasy its stories have won the nebula
award the sturgeon award and the tiptree award starlight 1 itself won
the world fantasy award for best anthology the series represents the
best new short fiction in fantasy and sf now with starlight 3 award
winning editor patrick nielsen hayden offers a new serving of powerful
original stories some are playful some rigorous or exuberant or
melancholy some are set in the world of today and some amidst the
farthest stars or in worlds that never were patrick nielsen hayden is
one of the most literate and historically aware editors in science
fiction the washington post at the publisher s request this title is
being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Starlight 3 2002-05-03
don t be looking for bold starship captains or warrior maidens wielding
magic swords in gunning for the buddha michael jasper serves up
something refreshingly different a heady brew of ordinary folks making
tough decisions at the far edges of reality spend some time with these
stories and you re bound to bump into people you know who find
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themselves in places you ve only dreamed about james patrick kelly hugo
winning author of think like a dinosaur and strange but not a stranger

Gunning for the Buddha 2004-07-01
the stories in this collection imaginatively take readers far across the
universe into the very core of their beings to the realm of the gods and
to the moment just after now included are the works of masters of the
form and the bright new talents of tomorrow this book is a valuable
resource in addition to serving as the single best place in the universe
to find stories that stir the imagination and the heart

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twenty-First
Annual Collection 2007-04-01
eleven original stories about the different paths our world might ve
taken alternate history explores the many possible directions our world
could follow if certain key events didn t occur at all or were changed
in some crucial way is our earth the only earth our reality the only one
that exists or are there many parallel worlds and societies some very
similar to ours some barely recognizable what if lincoln had never
become president and the civil war had never taken place columbus never
discovered america and the inca developed a massive technologically
advanced empire magic was real and a half faery queen ruled england
hitler and germany won the war because america never got involved many
of the world s religions were totally commercialized their temples run
like casinos religions deisgned purely for profit an author discovered a
book written by an alternate version of himself these are just some of
the possible pathways that you can take to explore the other earths that
may be waiting just one event away this anthology includes stories by
robert charles wilson jeff vandermeer stephen baxter theodora goss lizz
williams gene wolfe greg van eekhout alastair reynolds paul park lucius
shepard benjamin rosenbaum

Other Earths 2009-04-07
widely regarded as the essential book for every science fiction fan the
mammoth book of best new sf 17 continues to uphold its standard of
excellence with more than two dozen stories from the previous year this
year s volume includes not just a host of established masters but also
many bright young talents of science fiction it embraces every aspect of
the genre soft hard cyberpunk cyber noir anthropological military and
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adventure plus the usual thorough summations of the year and a
recommended reading list

The Mammoth Book of Best New SF 17 2011-08-04
in the new millennium what secrets lay beyond the far reaches of the
universe what mysteries belie the truths we once held to be self evident
the world of science fiction has long been a porthole into the realities
of tomorrow blurring the line between life and art now in the year s
best science fiction thirty second annual collection the very best sf
authors explore ideas of a new world this venerable collection brings
together award winning authors and masters of the field such as robert
reed alastair reynolds damien broderick elizabeth bear paul mcauley and
john barnes and with an extensive recommended reading guide and a
summation of the year in science fiction this annual compilation has
become the definitive must read anthology for all science fiction fans
and readers interested in breaking into the genre

The Year's Best Science Fiction: Thirty-Second
Annual Collection 2015-07-07
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